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Overview
In aerospace industry a commonly used scenario is:
• a supplier company performs Finite Element Analysis on some component to be developed;
• OEM or customer company incorporates this component into some system and is interested in FE
analysis of the assembled system including the FE model of the component.
Now, suppliers are interested in hiding the technical details of their products. On the other hand, the
customer is interested in getting assembly FEA done in the most efficient way.
Nastran offers the possibility to generate an external superelement, which is a mathematical model of the
linear-elastic behavior of the component without any detailed information about its geometry. In fact,
stiffness and mass distribution is described by stiffness and mass matrices coupling some predefined
boundary nodes of the component. The process of superelement creation is called model reduction. The most
prominent reduction method is the Craig-Bampton method.
This superelement information is transmitted to the customer and can be assembled with other residual FE
data and more superelements for use in an assembly run. The number of degrees of freedom of the
superelement is much smaller than of the original component FE model, which makes the system run
efficient.
Here we describe a step-by-step process for generation of two different superelements, storing their matrix
information in OP4 files. Subsequent assembly runs using both superelements and a residual structure are
demonstrated.
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Example: Cylinder with two Wings
• Aluminum Cylinder with two winglets
• Full model file: FDSE-FullModel.modfem
• First 15 natural frequencies: 1,6 Hz … 113,2 Hz
• Superelement generation files:
• FDSE-RightWingModel.modfem
• FDSE-LeftWingModel.modfem
• Residual model and assembly run: FDSEAssemblyModel.modfem

Cylinder
Mass 20 kg
on RBE3
Left Wing

RBE2
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Basic Considerations
• Let us assume: the two wings have to be submitted as reduced FE models (external superelements) to a
customer. The reduction process will be performed with Simcenter (NX) Nastran.
• The customer owns the residual model (Cylinder with RBE2 element) and aims to assemble this residual
model and the two superelements.
• His goal is to perform modal analysis (0 to 100 Hz) and shock response analysis using the assembled
model.
• Furthermore he is interested in the displacements and accelerations of the nodes at the concentrated
masses and some more nodes along the wings.
• The customer wishes the mass and stiffness matrices of the superelements in formatted OP4 format. So he
can perform assembly runs using MSC Nastran.
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What is an External Superelement?
• The nodes of a submodel to be reduced are subdivided in boundary nodes and interior nodes.
• The reduction process couples the degrees of freedom (DOF) of the boundary nodes in a way, that the
stiffness and inertia properties of the submodel are completely described by the boundary degrees of
freedom and some extra non-physical degrees of freedom.
• The results are boundary stiffness and mass matrices coupling the boundary DOF.
• Submitting the positions of the boundary nodes as well as the reduced stiffness and mass matrices to an
assembly model including a residual structure makes it possible to run FE analysis including the submodel
without the knowledge of anything about the submodel’s internal nodes and elements.
• There are several methods for creating an external superelement:
• Guyan
• Craig-Bampton
• Free-Free Dynamic Reduction
• We only recommend the use of the Craig-Bampton Method, which is described in the following.
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Boundary Nodes and B-Set
• In the Craig-Bampton procedure the physical DOFs of the boundary nodes form the so-called B-Set.
• The B-Set should be chosen such that:
• Nodes which are physically coupled to the residual structure have to be included.
• Nodes where loads are defined in the assembly run have to be included.
• Dependent nodes in RBE2 or RBE3 elements cannot be included.
• Nodes carrying concentrated mass elements should be avoided.
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Q-Set
• In order to get a good approximation of the dynamic behavior of the submodel, we have to introduce
further (non-physical) degrees of freedom.
• In the Craig-Bampton procedure these DOFs are constructed according to:
• A modal analysis of the submodel is performed where all DOFs of the B-set nodes are fixed.
• This modal analysis should include all modes having natural frequencies up to at least 1.5 times of the
interesting frequency range.
• Amplitudes of these natural vibrations are considered as the extra degrees of freedom, called modal
DOFs.
• These modal DOFs comprise the so-called Q-Set.
• The Nastran A-Set for Craig-Bampton-Reduction comprises the DOFs of the B-Set and the Q-Set.
• The reduced model describes the linear-static behavior of the submodel exactly. The dynamic behavior is
approximated. The larger the Q-Set, the better the approximation.
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Right-Wing Example: Definition of B-Set in Femap
• In our Right-Wing submodel we create a new Constraint
Set (called “B-Set”).
• We define a nodal constraint, selecting all the red
connection nodes of the wing to the cylinder. All six DOF
fixed.
• The B-Set must be referenced in the External
Superelement Creation tab of the Analysis Set: see next
page, Master (ASET)
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Right-Wing Example: Definition of Q-Set in Femap
CB Reduction is a modal
analysis (SOL 103).
The number of modes have
to match the number of
SPOINTS
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Right-Wing Example: Definition of Q-Set in Femap
• We have to define the modal degrees of freedom in the “External Superelement Creation” tab of the
Analysis Set (see previous page). They are defined as a number of SPOINTS in the Nastran input deck.
• In our case: if we include the first 10 eigenvectors then the wing’s dynamic behavior is approximated up to
frequencies of 370 Hz.
• This results in:
• 10 SPOINTS are created in Femap, located in the origin, numbered 100.000 to 100.009.
• A Constraint Set is created called “SPOINT Set”, where the 10 SPOINTS are fixed.
• Entries in the Boundary Conditions branch of the Analysis Set have to be set according to the previous
page. It is important that no primary sets are defined.
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Right-Wing Example: Superelement Creation
• There is some more information in NASTRAN External
Superelement Creation Dialog of Femap:
• “EXTID” is the ID of the Superelement used in
assembly runs.
• “Output To MATOP4” means that reduced matrices are
stored in a OP4 file.
• This OP4 file has a FORTRAN output number
specified in “Unit ID”.
• “EXTID” and “Unit ID” have to be unique for every
superelement!
• The OP4 path has to specified in Field “File Name”.
• “FORMATTED” has to be specified, if the OP4 file
should be in ASCII form.
• Selection of “ASMBULK” creates an assembly punch
file (*.asm) for later use in assembly runs.
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Output after Superelement Creation
• A run of the Superelement Creation Analysis Set results in:
• a superelement punch file (*.pch) with bulk entries used in subsequent assembly runs: B-Set grids and
SPOINTS of the SE as well as their boundary connections
• an assembly punch file (*.asm) with bulk entries used in subsequent assembly runs: connection
information between superelement and residual model
• an OP4 file with the boundary stiffness and mass matrices.
• In a subsequent assembly run the influence of the superelement on the residual structure is more or less
perfectly approximated by these data.
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Use of Superelement Interior Node in Assembly Runs
• Up to now, the superelement creation results do not include any information about interior nodes of the
superelement. The customer only gets information on the boundary node and their elastic dependence from each
other.
• What if the customer wants to output displacement or acceleration information after assembly runs? Then we have
to submit more data from superelement creation.
• It is not recommended to include more nodes in the B-Set. In our right wing example an interesting grid for the
customer would be the one at the end of the wing (node ID 9.900) carrying the concentrated mass. This grid is a
dependent node of the RBE3 element and cannot be used as B-Set node.
• The easiest way to transmit information about such interior nodes to the customer is to define one-dimensional
plot-only elements (PLOTEL) on the interesting interior nodes. On page 8, our right wing example shows the
defined PLOTEL elements in purple color. They connect the interesting interior grids, shown in green.
• If we have PLOTEL elements in our submodel, the resulting punch file (*.pch) will include these elements and the
connected grids.
• Furthermore, we have to transmit so-called Output Transformation Matrices (OTM) to the customer. These OTM
allow to recover nodal results for the transmitted interior nodes after assembly runs.
• The OTM make it possible to calculate any nodal result of interior nodes from displacements of the boundary
nodes.
• In our case, the OTM are then added to the OP4 file in the superelement creation run.
• One should observe not to include OTM for too many nodes. Otherwise the OP4 file would become very large.
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Right Wing Example: Output of OTM during Superelement
Creation
• First we define a new Femap group called “OTM-Nodes”.
• We include in this group every node on the plot-only
elements which are not in the B-Set.
• In the Analysis Set for SE creation this group is referenced
in the output requests for displacements and accelerations.
• Never select “Full Model”!
• “Results Destination->Print Only” avoids output of
unnecessary OP2 file!
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Right-Wing Example: Nastran Input Deck
• Defining the B-Set, the Q-Set and output file information
in the Analysis Set will lead to a SOL 103 input deck with
two extra lines (red).
• Definition and output of OTM group leads to three more
lines (green).
• The CB creation run will result in three files, in our case:
• cbr-rightwing.op4
• fdse-rightwingmodel-000.asm
• fdse-rightwingmodel-000.pch
• All three of them have to be input in the assembly run!
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Left-Wing Example: SE Creation
• Now we do exactly the same thing for the left-wing submodel.
• Observe to use different IDs for nodes and SPOINTs in the two submodels. We use 200.000 to 200.009 for
SPOINT numbering.
• Superelement ID (“EXTID”) here: 10
• FORTRAN file ID (“Unit ID) here: 36
• The CB creation run will create the following files
• cbr-leftwing.op4
• fdse-leftwingmodel-000.asm
• fdse-leftwingmodel-000.pch
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Assembly Run of Two Wings and Cylinder Residual
• Let us assume the customer assembles the left and right wing superelements together with the residual
model (cylinder plus RBE2).
• A modal analysis (0 … 150 Hz) shall be performed.
• In the analysis set, the superelements have to be referenced.
• First we select the *.op4 file and the *.asm file for every superelement (see following page). The correct
Unit ID and the FORMATTED entry have to be entered.
• Only when every SE was selected this way, the *.pch files for the superelements have to be selected.
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Assembly Run of Two Wings and Cylinder Residual
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Assembly Run: Nastran Input Deck
• On top, there are the two ASSIGN statements for referencing the two OP4 files
(red).
• Usually there are duplicate Grid IDs in the model (residual and SE boundary
nodes). Nastran DPBLKTOL is a tolerance value (blue). Duplicate Grids with
coordinates within this value will be removed.
• Parameter SECOMB = YES (green) will lead to combined output of residual
model nodes and superelement PLOTEL nodes.
• The INCLUDES for the *.asm files (purple) have to be before any include of a
*.pch file (orange). Otherwise connection entries in the assembly files might be
ignored.
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Important Notices for Assembly Runs
• Be careful with node numbering:
• Make sure that the numbering of superelement
boundary nodes and respective residual model nodes
are equal.
• If you use multiple superelements: make sure that BSet nodes, OTM nodes and SPOINTS of every SE are
uniquely numbered.
• Make sure that the residual model does not contain
node numbers that equal the superelements OTM
nodes.
• If you use PLOTEL elements and OTM nodes from punch
files for displaying assembly run results: be careful not
to list them twice in the assembly run input file:
• Run assembly before importing the punch file data.
• Or restrict assembly runs to a group excluding PLOTEL
and related nodes (see right).
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Comparison Full vs. Assembly Model Output:
Weight Check
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Comparison Full vs. Assembly Model Output:
Eigenfrequencies
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Comparison Full vs. Assembly Model Output:
Modal Effective Mass Fractions
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Comparison Full vs. Assembly Model Output:
Natural Vibrations

PLOTEL elements
and nodes imported
from *.pch files
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Simcenter Nastran License Consideration
• The superelement creation run is performed by SOL 103. This is included in the NX Nastran Basic Package
• Assembly runs using external superelements need an Advanced Bundle (E520 or E521) license.
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Addendum
• If viscous or structural damping is defined in the submodel, damping matrices have to be
added to the OP4 file: K4DAMP
• If loads are added to parts of the submodel, which are constant in every assembly run,
load matrices have to be added as well: LOADS

• It is possible to calculate OTMs for stresses and forces of submodel interior elements. A
Femap group for those elements has to be created and referenced in the output requests
of the creation run (analogous to page 14). The element and grid data for these elements
has to be transmitted manually to the customer for data recovery in assembly runs.
• In principle, a superelement can be reused several times in an assembly run at different
spatial coordinates. In this case the *.asm file of this superelement cannot be used
directly. The SECONCT entries there have to be edited manually or a SELOC has to be used
for coupling residual nodes and superelement boundary nodes.
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